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Abstract. The aim of this work is to bring a new knowledge of the quality of the 
adhesion through a collaboration between physical-chemists and acousticians. Bi 
layers Aluminum/epoxy  samples are manufactured with different surface treatments 
at the interface aluminum/epoxy and with different cures of the epoxy coating  in 
order to obtain different  and controlled levels of adhesion. The treatments are 
mechanical (sand blasting) and/or chemical (silanization). Two cross linking of the 
epoxy are considered : 80% or 100%. The goal is to discriminate acoustically each 
level of adhesion  using guided Lamb waves, by measuring the wave-number shift 
for a given frequency and the attenuation of the propagating modes. The 
experimental study  is realized using a contact transducer as an emitter and a laser 
vibrometer as a receiver to measure the time dependent normal displacement at the 
aluminum surface of the propagating waves. Results show that, depending on the 
propagating mode, the different samples can be discriminated either by the shift of 
the experimental dispersion curves or the attenuation of the mode.  

Introduction  

Structural bonding is widely present in many critical industries such as aerospace, 
automotive, etc… due to their well-known properties of lightweight and stress distribution 
across the bonded area, by opposition to riveting which concentrate the constraints[1]. The 
control of the quality of the bonding is therefore of crucial interest. In this paper we present 
an ultrasound evaluation of the quality of the adhesion in a bi-layer Aluminum/Epoxy, with 
different surface treatments applied on the substrate, and different cure levels of the Epoxy. 
This work is collaboration between physico-chemists for the preparation of reproducing 
samples of controlled properties (Epoxy conversion, surface treatments, strength of the 
adhesion…) and acousticians for ultrasounds characterization.  

Experimentally, guided ultrasound Lamb waves are used to discriminate the 
different samples. A numerical model, based on finite elements method and describing the 
interface Substrate/Adhesive by a springs distribution, is established and solved.  

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19445
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Samples description 

Four bi-layer samples are studied. The substrate is Aluminum plate of 5 mm 
thickness. The adhesive is a bi-component epoxy system Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A 
(DGEBA, DER 331, Dow Chemicals) cross-linked with an aliphatic diamine (Jeffamine, 
D230, Aldrich). The adhesive thickness is 0.5 mm. Two conversions of the adhesive are 
considered, depending on the process and the time of cure: 80% and 100%. Fig.1 gives a 
representation of the samples. 

 

Fig. 1. Representation of samples.  

The surface of the Aluminum in contact with the adhesive has seen applied two 
contrasted treatments: a simple degreasing with an alcoholic solution and a degreasing 
followed by a silanisation. The Silane helps the molecule migration between the adhesive 
and the substrate and promotes the establishment of covalent bond which are the strongest 
[2,3]. 

The samples are given the next nomenclature:  Sample with degreasing and 80% conversion: D80  Sample with degreasing and 100% conversion: D100  Sample with silanisation and 80% conversion: DSi80  Sample with silanisation and 100% conversion: DSi100 
The materials properties are shown in table 1:  

Table 1. Materials properties  

Materials d (mm)   (kg/m3) cL(m/s) cT (m/s) 

Aluminum 5 2800 6380 3100 

Epoxy 100% conversion 0.5 1100 2512 1120 

The aim is to propagate guided Lamb waves in the samples and to give an 
evaluation of the strength of the adhesion. 

Experimental study 

The experimental set up is described in figure 2. A PZT contact transducer of 2.5 
MHz central frequency is placed on a PPMA wedge of 30 degrees. A laser vibrometer 
measures the normal displacement of the propagating wave, which is time dependent, in the 
propagation direction. It is translated by 0.1 mm steps, enough to insure a right spatial 
sampling considering the wavelengths of the propagating waves. 

On the one hand, a double space and time FFT is applied on the collected data, 
allowing the obtention of the experimental dispersion curves in the wavenumber-frequency 
plane. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup .  

 
On another hand, the attenuation [4] of a same Lamb mode propagating in the four 

samples and at the same frequency, is measured. After applying a temporal FFT [5] on the 
collected data, a spatial FFT with sliding window at a selected frequency is achieved. The 
sliding window is translated by 0.1 mm step. The modulus of the spatial FFT is affected to 
the center of the window. The logarithm of the maximum amplitude is then plotted versus 
position. A linear fit is therefore applied, as the attenuation is exponential. The attenuation 
coefficient of the propagating mode is then deduced from the slope of this linear fit. An 
example is given on figure 3 for the sample DSi100. Note that the measured attenuation 
includes the wave spreading due to the limited source size, but this effect is common to all 
the samples, as the determination is achieved for the same mode and at the same frequency. 

 

Fig. 3. Example of attenuation curve (Sample DSi100)  

Numerical model using finite elements method 

A numerical model based on finite elements method is established, to solve a 
rheological modelisation of the interface substrate/adhesive (Jones model) [6]. The 
interface is replaced by a distribution of two springs, working in traction-compression and 
in shear [7,8]. A representation of this rheological model is given in figure 4. Depending on 
the stiffnesses RL and RT of the springs, one can evaluate the strength of the adhesion 
between the substrate and the adhesive. A new set of dispersion curves can be obtained, 
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depending on the values of the stiffnesses. The aim is to compare these dispersion curves to 
the experimental ones, and to associate stiffness values to each sample. 

 

Fig. 4. Representation of Jones model 

Results and discussion 

Stiffness values RL and RT are looked for to superimpose the dispersion curves 
obtained from the numerical model, to the experimental dispersion curves obtained for a 
given sample. Examples are shown on figures 5 and 6 where both dispersion curves 
obtained from the model and from the experimental study are in good agreement, in the 
case of the samples D80 and DSi80. The same procedure is applied to the other samples 
D100 and DSi100. 

 

Fig. 5. Experimental dispersion curves for DSi80 superimposed to dispersion curves for log(RL,T)=16.  

The stiffnesses RL and RT are then deduced for each sample, and are gathered in 
table 2. One can see that we can discriminate two adhesion strengths: a weak one for D80 
and D100 samples, and a strong one for DSi80 and DSi100. Moreover, comparing the 
samples D80 and D100, a better quality of the adhesion is obtained, due to the full 
reticulation of the Epoxy. When the Silane is used, the quality of the adhesion is highly 
enhanced, whatever be the Epoxy conversion. These results confirm that the use of Silane 
enhances the quality of the adhesion. 

 

Table 2 : Values of RL and RT stiffnesses for the studied samples 

Sample D80 D100 DSi80 DSi100 
log(RL,T) 14 14.5 16 16 
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Fig. 6. . Experimental dispersion curves for D80 superimposed to dispersion curves for RL,T=1014 

Table 3 collects the measured attenuation coefficient of the S0 mode at f= 720 kHz, 
propagating in the four samples.  

Results show that when the crosslinking of the Epoxy is not finished (samples D80 
and DSi80), the attenuation is higher than a completed crosslinking (samples D100 and 
Dsi100). Adding Silane seems to decrease the attenuation of the propagating mode. 

Table 3.  

Sample D80 D100 DSi80 DSi100 
Attenuation (Np/m) 9.09 8.41 8.35 8.30 

Conclusion 

In this work, an evaluation of the quality of the adhesion in a bi-layer 
Aluminum/Epoxy structure is presented. Two surface treatments on the substrate and the 
conversion of the adhesive are studied to create more or less strength of the adhesion. A 
rheological model is given, which allows discriminating two adhesion levels. Results show 
that the use of Silane increases the adhesion strength and decreases the attenuation of the 
propagating Lamb wave. Lamb waves are shown to be a good indicator for the 
characterization of the quality of the adhesion. The next step is to extend this work to tri-
layers metal/adhesive/metal. 
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